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Dear Sir/ Madam,
Thank you for the opportunity to be part of the consultation on the future of employment services.
Attached is the submission from Global Sisters.
Global Sisters is a not-for-profit focused on supporting disadvantaged women to create jobs and
become self-employed through entrepreneurship. We work collaboratively with corporates (Citi,
AMP and Myer), Government (Department of Social Services), philanthropic foundations and
community partners (including councils and local NGOs) to create jobs through business,
transforming both the life of the business woman and her family and community. We operate in 5
locations around Australia (Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane and regional Victoria).
Our key message in the consultation is that entrepreneurship and job creation services should be
invested in by Government as a genuine alternative to job placement for disadvantaged unemployed
women.
In the last 2.5 years Global Sisters has worked with hundreds of women across Australia and
supported over 150 women to create businesses and jobs for themselves, overcoming their
exclusion from mainstream jobs.
Global Sisters would appreciate the opportunity to come and talk to you further and introducing you
to some of the women that we support. Alternatively, we would welcome you to come and visit our
programs in person in any of the locations that we operate.
If you require any further information please do not hesitate to get in touch.
Yours Sincerely,

Mandy Richards
CEO/ Founder | Global Sisters
mandy@globalsisters.org | 0448 644 600
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Global Sisters' Submission to the Employment Services Expert Advisory Panel's
Review of the Next Generation of Employment Services
Overview
Global Sisters is pleased to be able to contribute to the Employment Services Expert Advisory Panel's
review of the next generation of employment services. As a social enterprise dedicated to assisting
disadvantaged women to create their own jobs through the establishment of sustainable businesses,
Global Sisters wishes to bring to the Panel's attention the need to make self-employment and
entrepreneurship a genuine alternative to job placement for women unable to obtain mainstream
employment due to their circumstances.
While the establishment of the Highly Disadvantaged Trial within the New Enterprise Incentive
Scheme is a step in the right direction, Global Sisters is of the view that much greater emphasis
ought to be placed on job creation schemes within the Government's employment services.
In furtherance of Global Sisters' position, and in response to issues raised in Chapters 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8
of the Panel's Discussion Paper, this submission is comprised of the following five sections:
1. About Global Sisters
2. The limitations of the Government's job placement strategy
3. The role of entrepreneurship in assisting the Government to meet its policy goals
4. The limitations of the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme.
5. The need to promote entrepreneurship by fostering locally-embedded cross-sector
partnerships.
A list of recommendations appears at the end.

1. About Global Sisters
Since 2015, Global Sisters has offered disadvantaged women in Australia a better alternative to
welfare and precarious employment in pre-existing jobs by providing them with the tools, networks
and resources they need to harness their potential as business owners. Among the women with
whom Global Sisters most often works are at-risk women under 25, women over 50, single mums,
women escaping domestic violence, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women and women from
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
Women who follow Global Sisters' business development roadmap from beginning to end receive up
to three years of support. However, the support each woman receives is tailored to her specific
business needs. The diagram on the following page illustrates the range of programs Global Sisters'
clients may undertake, depending on where they are in the lifecycle of their business.
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Global Sisters provides support in four primary areas:
1. Business Education and Coaching: My Big Idea workshop and Sister School are practical business
education programs that enable women to get a business off the ground. Global Sisters' business
coaching program provides bespoke, expert coaching to its clients.
2. Marketing and Sales: Global Sisters provides product and service development support, a
business directory and marketing tools. It also provides a variety of sales channels and
opportunities, including at pop-up markets and Global Sisters' online store, 'The Market'.
3. Microfinance: Global Sisters provides affordable, accessible and safe micro-loans to kick-start its
clients' businesses, and access to Australia’s first micro-insurance product.
4. Technology: Technology is an essential part of Global Sisters' teaching model (in that it allows its
clients to access its programs remotely) and its curriculum (in that its clients are taught how to
use technology to meet their business needs).
Over the past two and a half years, over 500 women have participated in one or more of Global
Sisters' business education activities and programs. Currently, Global Sisters is working with over 300
women and over 150 active businesses, the majority of which were established with Global Sisters'
support. The businesses are operating online and in Brisbane, Sydney, Canberra, the Hume region of
Victoria and Melbourne.
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The businesses Global Sisters' clients are establishing are diverse and in step with changes in the
Australian business landscape. Some examples include:
● product businesses selling healthy trail mixes, organic miso, cinnamon buns and jewellery
● service businesses selling robotics classes for children, web design classes, a reading
recovery program for 8-12 year olds, trauma therapy yoga and catering
● product and service businesses providing art and craft classes, fabric dying classes, and food
products and workshops
● agricultural businesses supplying heritage eggs and black garlic
● social enterprises, including a bohemian-style rug and homewares business that provides
employment for disadvantaged women, a food delivery service for vulnerable communities
and a lawn mowing business that provides employment for men after incarceration.
Global Sisters has adopted a social impact framework to track the progress of its clients at each
stage of their business development journey. As Global Sisters is coming to the end of its first three
years in operation, it is only just beginning to generate meaningful data regarding the medium- and
long-term financial and social impacts of its programs. However, the majority of Global Sisters'
clients have successfully developed their business idea while taking part in the My Big Idea
workshop, turned that idea into a business plan at Sister School, generated a start-up during the
incubation phase, and then turned their start-up into an active business during the accelerator
phase.1
Case Study 1: Providing an alternative to welfare and precarious employment in
the Logan-Ipswich Corridor
The Logan-Ipswich corridor is an area of high unemployment and disadvantage. Among Global
Sisters partners in the area are ParentsNext, the Romero Centre and Logan Women's Health and
Wellbeing. While the first organisation works with mothers who receive the Parenting Payment,
the second works with refugees and asylum seekers, and the third works with women escaping
domestic violence, among other issues.
At the beginning of 2018, Global Sisters was supporting 10 active businesses in the area. In just six
months, with one part-time Accelerator Lead, Global Sisters enrolled 60 women in its programs,
with 38 active businesses. Global Sisters has hired another part-time Accelerator Lead and is
working towards its target of 70 active businesses.

2. The limitations of the Government's job placement strategy
Job placement initiatives for people in receipt of income support will always have a significant role
to play in helping people find work and have no doubt assisted many disadvantaged unemployed
women to obtain secure jobs they would otherwise have struggled to obtain. However, Global
Sisters is concerned that job placement services too often fail to take into consideration the many
barriers to employment disadvantaged women face and, consequently, that a large number of these
women fail to find employment at all or are forced to take jobs that are unsustainable given their
circumstances.

1

Global Sisters will have more detailed data available for funders and Government from the end of 2018.
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Over the past three years, 70 per cent of Global Sisters' clients were receiving income support
payments when they came into contact with Global Sisters. The rest were either financially reliant
on another person, or in low-paid or otherwise unstable employment. Among the barriers to
employment Global Sisters' clients most commonly face are domestic violence, low levels of English
proficiency, social isolation, mental health problems, chronic illness or disability, carer
responsibilities, old age and location.
Many of Global Sisters' clients have described 'going through the motions' of applying for jobs they
know they will not get or will not be able to accept due to their circumstances. Helema2 is in her 60s
and is living in a low socio-economic area with few employment opportunities. She has mental
health challenges and cares for her adult child who has a disability. Although she has searched for
work for over a year, she remains unemployed and on income support. Global Sisters is currently
helping her to set up an eco-friendly packaging business she can run from home.
Among the reasons its employed clients seek out Global Sisters are low pay, poor work conditions
and the struggle to meet the conditions of their employment in light of their circumstances.
Tiana3 came to Australia as a refugee and has a number of health problems. Though she obtained a
cleaning job, she most often works at night and her job is physically demanding, which has caused
her health to deteriorate further. Tiana does not know how much longer she can keep up with the
demands of her low-paid job, and has approached Global Sisters for help developing a textile
business she can run from home.
Several trends identified in the Discussion Paper suggest that the experiences of Global Sisters'
clients in this regard are not isolated but rather the consequence of broader structural changes in
the labour market. As the Discussion Paper recognises, today's labour market is characterised by
rapidly changing technology, jobs and industries in which people must repeatedly obtain new skills
to stay employable.4 Those who do not have the resources required to succeed in this environment
become increasingly vulnerable as they compete for low-paid jobs with little security. Moreover, in
many areas of Australia, there are simply not enough jobs available.5
Global Sisters supports the Discussion Paper's general vision of using technology to streamline the
provision of employment services and thereby free up resources to focus on placing disadvantaged
unemployed people in 'jobs that last'.6 However, the experiences of Global Sisters' clients and the
economic conditions described in the Discussion Paper suggest that the barriers disadvantaged
unemployed women face with respect to obtaining secure mainstream employment will not be
satisfactorily resolved by relying on job placement strategies alone. As discussed in more detail in
the following sections of this submission, job creation strategies are needed to fill this gap.

2

Name changed for privacy reasons.
Name changed for privacy reasons.
4
Department of Jobs and Small Business, Australian Government, The Next Generation of Employment
Services: Discussion Paper (2018) 22.
5
Ibid 56.
6
Ibid 25.
3
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Recommendation
1. The Government should reconsider its near-exclusive reliance on job placement as a strategy
for disadvantaged unemployed women to obtain financial security in light of current and
future labour market trends.

3. The role of entrepreneurship in assisting the Government to meet its policy goals
The Australian Government has a range of policy goals of relevance to disadvantaged unemployed
women.
As stated in the Discussion Paper, the Government's goals with respect to its future employment
services include maximising job seeker outcomes, being responsive to a changing labour market,
delivering value for money, enabling effective activation, encouraging personal responsibility and
promoting fairness.7 In relation to the last of these, the Panel's terms of reference emphasise the
need to 'promote equality of opportunity and social mobility'.8
As the Discussion Paper further states, in 2014 Australia committed itself to reducing the labour
force participation gap between men and women by 25 per cent by 2025.9 In Towards 2025, the
document that details how the Government intends to meet this goal, the Government identified six
particularly disadvantaged groups of women, namely, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women,
culturally and linguistically diverse women, rural and regional women, woman with a disability,
young women and mature age women.10 Central to the Government's strategy is 'supporting more
women into the jobs of the future', an important component of which is 'encourag[ing] more
women to own and run their own business'.11
The Discussion Paper also emphasises the need to help particularly disadvantaged Australians into
secure employment. It notes that a 'future model could redirect more resources to assist job seekers
who need help to overcome their barriers and prepare for, and find, jobs that last'.12 Additional
commitments to disadvantaged unemployed people also appear in policy documents relating to
particular disadvantaged groups. For example, the National Indigenous Reform Agreement aimed to
halve the gap in employment outcomes between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians
between 2008 and 2018.13
It is clear, then, that the Government is committed to creating an efficient, effective and fair
employment services network that helps disadvantaged unemployed women to address the barriers
7

Ibid 10.
Employment Services Expert Advisory Panel Terms of Reference, paragraph 2.2(h)(i).
9
Department of Jobs and Small Business, Australian Government, The Next Generation of Employment
Services, above n 4, 21.
10
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Government, Towards 2025: An Australian
Government Strategy to Boost Women's Workforce Participation (2017) 11.
11
Ibid 5, 17–18.
12
Department of Jobs and Small Business, Australian Government, The Next Generation of Employment
Services, above n 4, 25.
13
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Australian Government, National Indigenous Reform Agreement
(2017) <http://meteor.aihw.gov.au/content/index.phtml/itemId/645344>.
8
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they face with respect to obtaining secure employment. It is also clear that the Government is
committed to responding to the challenges posed by Australia's increasingly globalised, digitised and
technology-driven labour market, including by promoting entrepreneurship. However, aside from
two small though significant exceptions,14 entrepreneurship is not promoted as a strategy for
assisting disadvantaged unemployed women to move off income support.
Having supported over 500 women to ideate, launch or grow their own business in a few short
years, Global Sisters is of the view that entrepreneurship is the key to financial security and
independence for a significant number of disadvantaged unemployed women who are excluded
from mainstream employment due to their circumstances. A woman with multiple, cross-cutting
barriers to secure mainstream employment is unlikely to overcome those barriers through programs
designed to prepare her for pre-existing jobs that do not exist or that are unsuitable and
unsustainable. However, if given the right support, she can use her skills, and the opportunities
emerging for entrepreneurship via technology, to create a job for herself that works around those
barriers.
Entrepreneurship should not be the domain of the well-networked and well-educated elite.
Technology (particularly e-commerce and sharing economy platforms) is a great enabler of
entrepreneurship for those with limited resources. Global Sisters encourages its clients to take
advantage of this opportunity. When its clients are getting their businesses off the ground, for
example, Global Sisters supports them to use sharing economy platforms to diversify their income
streams or to make money now to fund their long-term business goals.
Case Study 2: Technology as an enabler for entrepreneurship
'I needed to get a job to supplement my income as I grow my business. But I just kept getting
roadblocks along the way. I became despondent. I felt like I was a person with skills who was
invisible because I have had to work from home all my life and now I have a painful neck injury.
Last week, I couldn't pay my office rent. An ad on Airtasker appeared for someone to help a
businessman create an email campaign. Unusually, the ad had been up for 2 days with no
applicants. I responded and he gave me the job. It was for $80—the cost of my office rent. I drove
out to his house Wednesday night. [The businessman] opened the door and a new business
relationship began! I worked 2.5 hours for him that night and another 27.15 hrs from last
Thursday to Monday doing his social media management and email campaign. I set my fee at $30
per hour as that is the going rate. He recommended me to his friend who's a finance broker. We
had a meeting today and he's taking me on too! Now I have ongoing work with [them], and they
are keen to recommend me to other small business friends.
So my second business has begun as a Social Media Manager. I'm doing this one as a sole trader.
Best thing is: I can work from home remotely, with my whiplashed neck supported by the heat
pack in my recliner, while my kids play at my feet.'
A Global Sister client in Brisbane

14

The New Enterprise Incentive Scheme is discussed further on pages 7–9. While Global Sisters is aware that
Entrepreneurship Facilitators have also been established in three areas of disadvantage across Australia, it is
not able to comment on their efficacy at this time.
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That said, it is clear that entrepreneurship is not suitable for everyone. Global Sisters' criteria for
supporting women is threefold:
1. They have been unable to find secure mainstream employment as a result of their
circumstances.
2. They are motivated and willing to work hard to develop their business.
3. They are not in crisis mode.
In relation to the last of these criteria, people obviously need a certain degree of stability in their
lives to establish a business. If a woman is homeless, for example, Global Sisters will ask its
community partners to work with her until her life is sufficiently stable for her to participate in its
programs.
Aside from women in this situation, however, Global Sisters is of the view that making
entrepreneurship a genuine alternative to job placement for disadvantaged unemployed women
would greatly assist the Government to build an efficient, effective and fair employment services
network. It would also advance other policy goals such as increasing the rate of employment among
marginalised groups.
Recommendation
2. The Government should make entrepreneurship a genuine alternative to job placement for
disadvantaged unemployed women in receipt of income support.

4. The limitations of the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme
The Discussion Paper's consideration of the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme (NEIS) contains the
same inconsistency identified above in relation to the Government's policy goals concerning
unemployed people in receipt of income support on the one hand, and entrepreneurship as a means
to create jobs, solve problems and increase Australia's standard of living, on the other hand.
After noting that the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) has
'identified the "era of the entrepreneur" as one of six megatrends that are likely to impact on the
future of work', the Discussion Paper then emphasises the need 'to avoid untargeted applications
and oversubscription' in NEIS.15 Although the Discussion Paper indicates that the Government is
committed to maintaining the places that are currently available in both the ordinary and highly
disadvantaged streams,16 the 8600 places currently available each year represent just one per cent
of the total number of unemployed Australians on income support payments.17 Far from seeking to
restrict applicants, Global Sisters believes the Government should greatly expand the number of

15

Department of Jobs and Small Business, Australian Government, The Next Generation of Employment
Services, above n 4, 53–54.
16
Ibid 54.
17
Department of Jobs and Small Business (Australian Government), Self-employment—New Enterprise
Incentive Scheme (6 July 2018) <https://www.jobs.gov.au/self-employment-new-enterprise-incentive-schemeneis>; Newstart Allowance and Youth Allowance (other) recipients in March 2018 data from Australian
Government, DSS Payment Demographic Data (25 June 2018) <https://search.data.gov.au/dataset/ds-dgacff2ae8a-55e4-47db-a66d-e177fe0ac6a0/details?q=Newstart>.
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places available and actively recruit disadvantaged applicants who may generally lack the confidence
to seek out a place in such a scheme.
Moreover, though the Highly Disadvantaged Trial is a welcome development insofar as the content
and manner in which the training is delivered is adapted to suit the needs of its disadvantaged
participants, Global Sisters remains concerned by the limited categories of disadvantage included in
the trial and the inadequate level of support provided.
Unemployed people who are under 25, Indigenous, ex-offenders, refugees, from a culturally and
linguistically diverse background or ex-service personnel, or who have a disability or particular
language needs, are considered highly disadvantaged for the purposes of inclusion in the trial.18
Though the people who fall into these categories would undoubtedly benefit from the Government's
assistance to find secure employment through the creation of their own business, a large number of
disadvantaged people who would also greatly benefit from the scheme are excluded.
With a view to helping as many disadvantaged women as possible, Global Sisters has deliberately
kept the criteria for access to its programs broad. Any woman who is unable to find stable
employment in a pre-existing job due to their circumstances is welcome to participate in Global
Sisters' programs, provided their lives are sufficiently stable to enable them to work towards the
establishment of a business. Accordingly, single mothers on Newstart Allowance make up a
significant proportion of Global Sisters' client base. The impact of their obtaining financial security is
compounded by the fact that their wellbeing is inherently tied to the wellbeing of their children.
However, neither they nor many other disadvantaged unemployed women are considered
sufficiently disadvantaged for inclusion in the trial.19

Case Study 3:
Making it possible for all types of disadvantaged unemployed women to establish a business
When Merryn*, a 64 year-old woman, first came into contact with Global Sisters, she was living in
public housing and suffering from depression. After leaving her abusive husband, she initially
found casual work, but lost her job and became homeless after her son committed suicide. Upon
completing all elements of Global Sisters' education program, she was assigned two business
coaches. Armed with her new-found-skills and a commitment to addressing mental health
problems among men, Merryn established a business running yoga classes and retreats, with
corporate packages that focus on men's mental health and wellbeing. She also sells
complimentary products.
*Name changed for privacy reasons
In relation to the level of support needed, both the duration of support and the type of support
ought to be enhanced to meet the needs of disadvantaged unemployed women. Although this
would mean that a high level of resources were invested up front in the scheme's disadvantaged

18

Department of Jobs and Small Business (Australian Government), NEIS - Highly Disadvantaged (HD) Trial
Guideline (1 December 2017)
<https://docs.jobs.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/highly_disadvantaged_hd_trial_guideline.pdf> 1.
19
Global Sisters is of the view that disadvantaged women at risk of unemployment should also be able to
access such schemes, however, it understands that this is beyond the scope of the Panel's terms of reference.
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participants, if the scheme proved to be more effective in facilitating their financial security than
churning them in and out of insecure pre-existing jobs, then it would pay for itself in the long-term.
Fifty-two weeks of business and financial support is not enough time for many disadvantaged
unemployed women to build a successful business. For clients who start at the beginning of Global
Sisters' business development roadmap, the first year is taken up with the My Big Idea workshop
and the Sister School business education and incubation program. By the end of the first year, clients
may have made some initial sales. It is not until the second and third years of their journey—after
they have accessed ongoing business education; coaching, marketing and sales support; and a strong
support network—that clients trade regularly and grow their businesses. The comprehensive wraparound services provided by Global Sisters in the second and third years increases the likelihood that
its clients will be able to sustain their businesses over the long-term.

Case Study 4: Overcoming cross-cutting barriers through the provision of
comprehensive wrap-around services
Cindy, a Cambodian refugee who now lives in Sydney, is a single-mother of three children. She is
also the co-founder of AMOK, a catering business that supports the social and economic inclusion
of Cambodian migrants and refugees. Among AMOK's programs is a training incubator that
provides a safe space for its participants to share their cooking skills and learn about small
business management, a catering business, and an employment networking service.
Over the past three years, Global Sisters has provided Cindy with extensive support on her
entrepreneurship journey. Cindy took part in Global Sisters' My Big Idea workshop and its Sister
School. She was then connected with a number of different business coaches who helped turn
her business dream into a reality. Global Sisters helped Cindy to secure a scholarship for further
skills development, and supported her to win an AMP Tomorrow Maker grant, which funded her
commercial kitchen. Global Sisters has also assisted Cindy with numerous corporate sales
opportunities, the latest being with a large marketing communications company.

Recommendation
3. In relation to the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme, the Government should:
a) permanently establish a disadvantaged stream
b) substantially increase the number of places available each year, including by increasing
the number of places set aside for disadvantaged participants
c) change the way it assesses disadvantage for the purpose of inclusion in the
disadvantaged stream so that all sufficiently stable disadvantaged unemployed women
are eligible to take part
d) actively recruit disadvantaged participants
e) increase the length of time for which disadvantaged participants take part in the
scheme, and receive income support and other payments, to three years
f) make comprehensive wrap-around services available to all disadvantaged participants.
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5. The need to promote entrepreneurship by fostering locally-embedded cross-sector partnerships
Global Sisters' partnerships with the government, private and community sector organisations that
operate in a given location are vital to its ability to help its clients build sustainable businesses. By
placing the needs of disadvantaged women at the centre of its service delivery model, Global Sisters
has been able to overcome the barriers that exist between these sectors and create networks of
collaboration that support its clients as they move through their business development journey.
Specifically, the benefits Global Sisters' clients receive as a result of these locally-embedded crosssector partnerships include promotion within the local community, opportunities for collaboration,
one-on-one expert coaching, pro-bono business services, and support with health, housing and
other life needs.
While there are financial benefits that flow from enabling women to establish sustainable businesses
in this manner, there are also numerous social benefits. Among these benefits are social inclusion,
an enhanced sense of self worth and the opportunity to become a role model to others.
Despite Global Sisters' success in supporting disadvantaged unemployed women to establish
businesses through its innovative service provision model, the capacity of its clients to make the
most of the support provided is frequently compromised by the competing demands placed on them
as a result of their participation in jobactive.
Recommendation
4. The Government should support a broader range of entrepreneurship schemes for
disadvantaged unemployed women. In the case of Global Sisters, for example, the
Government
should
For GLOBAL
SISTERS
AS ANconsider:
ORGANISATION
a) accrediting its programs as approved activities for people on unemployment benefits
b) providing further funding opportunities.
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List of recommendations
1. The Government should reconsider its near-exclusive reliance on job placement as a strategy for
disadvantaged unemployed women to obtain financial security in light of current and future
labour market trends.
2. The Government should make entrepreneurship a genuine alternative to job placement for
disadvantaged unemployed women in receipt of income support.
3. In relation to the New Enterprise Incentive Scheme, the Government should:
a) permanently establish a disadvantaged stream
b) substantially increase the number of places available each year, including by increasing the
number of places set aside for disadvantaged participants
c) change the way it assesses disadvantage for the purpose of inclusion in the disadvantaged
stream so that all sufficiently stable disadvantaged unemployed women are eligible to take
part
d) actively recruit disadvantaged participants
e) increase the length of time for which disadvantaged participants take part in the scheme,
and receive income support and other payments, to three years
f) make comprehensive wrap-around services available to all disadvantaged participants.
4. The Government should support a broader range of entrepreneurship schemes for disadvantaged
unemployed women. In the case of Global Sisters, for example, the Government should consider:
a) accrediting its programs as approved activities for people on unemployment benefits
b) providing further funding opportunities.
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